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Welcome

Luke warm is no good — there is
nothing better than being passionate,
CREATING, TASTING, FEELING, SHARING
@peddlermkt | peddlermarket.co.uk
info@peddlermarket.co.uk

PEDDLER NIGHT MARKET

TO THE LAUNCH
ISSUE OF MESS,
A COMPANION
TO PEDDLER
NIGHT MARKET.

and experiencing as much as you can
Peddler’s is a place for passionate people
who really enjoy good stuff; chefs, brewers,
artists, musicians and everyone who
consumes the good stuff.
WE ARE A COMMUNITY
We unite traders from Sheffield and beyond.
We showcase Britain’s best street food
chefs & breweries. We celebrate music,
art and the act of making. And we bloody
love doing it.

@asap_digital | asap-digital.com
print@asap-digital.com
@dustcollective | http://du.st
studio@du.st

DUST

ASAP

Marcus Sarko, 2016

ASAP is a family run business based in
Sheffield that understands the needs of
creative professionals. Pushing the boundaries
of print – with innovative techniques, stocks
and print finishes that add genuine creative
edge and value to our client’s projects.

		PEDDLER
NIGHT MARKET —
EACH MONTH BETWEEN MARCH
& DECEMBER AT 92 BURTON RD, 		
NEEPSEND, SHEFFIELD
3/4 MARCH 2017
7/8 APRIL 2017
5/6 MAY 2017

FRIDAY 5–11PM
&
SATURDAY
2 –11PM
dust — is Alex, Alex, Alun, Ash, James, Jamie,
Laure, Mick, Pam, Pat & Steph — all part of a
multi-disciplinary design collective working
for, and in support of art and culture.

Heather Isobel Photography, June 2016

Heather Isobel Photography, June 2016

Will Roberts at Vox Multimedia, June 2016

Featured artist

Park Play, Screenprint

LAURA KNIGHT STUDIO

Who are you and what do you do?
My name is Laura and I’m a pattern
maker and designer. I make stationery,
home wares and gifts which are simple,
contemporary and minimal. I design items
which I myself would like to own and
live with. I have a strong belief in British
manufacturing, working closely with
skilled makers to help me explore
a project and carry it through to its
full potential.
You seem to have two distinct
strands of work — do you prefer
abstract or figurative? I absolutely love
abstract, geometric design, but it needs
to come from somewhere. A shape is
just a shape, unless it’s rooted to a real

thing which we can relate to. Some of my
designs are quite literal and immediately
obvious what they’re referencing. I like
to then explore the subject further — look
at it from different angles to gain a more
abstract view. Then I can strip it right
down to the individual shapes which
can be found within that same subject.
Architecture has a big influence on my
work. I love Brutalist architecture which
is very popular in the creative world right
now. It has great shapes and creates
incredible shadows. Photography plays
a big part here in capturing strong
compositions and also highlighting
individual shapes.

Which artists have been
an influence? My inspirations come
from my own environment and the work
of others; architecture and sculpture,
art and printmaking. I love the work of
Barbara Hepworth, Alexander Calder,
William Mitchell and Matisse. Architects
Louis Kahn, Mario Botta and Carlo Scarpa
have produced some incredible work.
What would be your ideal
commission? I’d like to create bespoke
work for inspiring independent shops
and galleries. I think collaborating is really
important and gets great results. I’d love
to work with galleries which are housed
in inspiring buildings — Tate Modern, The
Barbican and the Hepworth Wakefield

would be a dream. I’m really interested
in different materials and the making
process. A collaboration with forward
thinking British manufacturers is high
on my list — maybe tiles, wall panels or
flooring etc. Large scale would be great
too. I think there’s a lot of potential for
architects and surface pattern designers
to work together to produce strong
pattern work for the side of buildings
and public spaces.
As this paper is predominantly
about food — what would make
a good geometric meal? Sushi
— pleasing on the eye as well as the
tastebuds. Symmetry works really well
with food presentation too. One of

my favourite Instagram accounts is
@Symmetrybreakfast. I’m a big foodie
so Peddler is easily my favourite place to
sell. Incredible food, great beer, music and
exactly the right customers for me. And
all independents of course — it’s a great
thing to be a part of.
Illustrate your favourite ingredient.
Noodles, how I love you. I’m going to
Japan in a couple of months — food and
design heaven!
www.lauraknightstudio.com

In review

EATEN BY…

ON 23RD NOVEMBER 2016, THE VISUAL
COMMUNICATION COURSES AT SHEFFIELD
INSTITUTE OF ARTS, SHEFFIELD HALLAM
UNIVERSITY, DEVISED AND HOSTED A ONE
DAY CONFERENCE, EATEN BY…

This event was part of an ongoing lecture
programme; Curated by… and a series
of one day conferences, Curated by…
Makers, Disrupted by… and Written by…
The population of the world at the
beginning of 2017 stands at 7.5 billion
people. The climate and eco system
is becoming increasingly unstable.
Our relationship with food has never
been more complex. What role do we
have to play in the food systems? How
complicit are we in helping create current
levels of obesity? Whos interests do
we serve and why? This event was an
opportunity to explore the role we have
played historically and to look to the
challenges and issues hat face us in
the future.
Our speakers were chosen from a range
of fields, to discuss their projects and
interests in relation to food. The three
main sections to the day were: design for
and around food, design of supply and
production including sustainable practices
and finally, how food can be a vehicle to

create communities and opportunities
to engage an audience in other issues.

a narrative around the food and the craft
of its production.

Firstly Sarah Snaith spoke about
publishing around food from glossy
periodicals to cheaply produced fanzines.
She discussed how audiences of these
publications have developed and in some
cases diminished, and how short-lived
some of these periodicals have been.
She looked at the history of publication
around food, including recipe books and
the advertiser funded women’s magazines
through to the very different fashion and
food publications available now.

Andy Giddings discussed the work of
London based, Here design. Here have
always had a strong relationship to food,
producing some of the most beautiful
packaging for luxury food and alcohol
brands. Notably, Here have authored and
designed two books, in 2011 Geometry
of Pasta and in 2016 Herbarium. Both
books have been highly acclaimed for
their content and design. It’s these
passion projects that have given the
studio a reputation for extensive research,
quality of design and attention to detail in
design and control of production.

Simon Wheeler followed Sarah, talking
about the photography he has produced
for advertising and publishing for a
varied range of products but focusing
on the work he has done with Chefs’
Hugh Fearnley Whittingstall and Heston
Blumenthal. Simon’s work is honest and
documents the Chefs process and food
sources rather than set up, high gloss
photographs. The recipe books the
photographs illustrate represent

It’s important to look at these more
privileged pursuits within the global
context, where a growing population
and major environmental threats lead
designers to consider seriously the
design of supply and production of
food. We asked Tom Tobia to curate
this section.

Laura Mansfield, FEAST, A Cheese Dream

http://eating-history.co.uk

John Aspesos talked about sustainable,
all year round, growing of food at indoor
facilities that can be placed in cities,
also reducing food miles. Our cities
have grown without the consideration
of producing food within their boundaries,
at the cost of the environment as we fly
and ship unseasonal products world wide.
John runs GrowX, innovators in vertical
farming, indoors with artificial light and
a minimal use of water.
John Thackara is a writer, speaker and
design producer, and director of Doors
of Perception. ‘Doors’ organises festivals
all over the world in which grassroots
innovators work with designers to imagine
sustainable futures — and take practical
steps to realise them. John spoke about
issues and solutions from the importance
of the soil to the transport of products and
community production.
Joining John and John for a panel
discussion were: Claire Hartten — Food
Designer / Tutor, Products of Design
School of Visual Arts, New York and

Natalie Ortiz — Crafts Programme
Manager — Myanmar Turquoise Mountain.
The speakers chosen to introduce ideas
around food and community were
Tim Renshaw and Laura Mansfield.
Tim spoke passionately about the
Sheffield Cathedral Archer Project. This
organisation has supported homeless
people in the city for 25 years and is
very much needed currently. Providing
meals is one of the ways that the project
can engage homeless people and offer
them many other kinds of support.
Creating community, trust, relationships
and opportunities helps people imagine
a different future. The meals provide far
more than the vital calorie count.
Laura Mansfield is an independent
curator and writer. Her ongoing publication
project FEAST seeks to combine articles
on contemporary arts practices with
recipes, food histories and literary
narratives in an effort to highlight,
question and contemplate the varied
roles food and its associated practices

hold within the everyday. She spoke
fondly of the simple family cooking,
including her mum’s Cheese Dream,
alongside fine dining and how she uses
them in her work, events and publication.
This one day event was a starting point
for a discussion that we hope to take
further. Each of the sections introduced
ideas and opportunities that are worthy
of further consideration and may offer
new partnerships for designers to pursue.
The Curated by… lecture programme
is open to the public, professionals
and students and is part of an
ongoing research project by
Pam Bowman and Matt Edgar.
Please see eventbrite page for
previous and upcoming events
http://bit.ly/curatedsheff and follow
@shu_graphics on twitter

JOANNE LEE & MATT EDGAR

Ooze and wobble

SACRED
An apple plucked from the Edenic garden.
The wooden table & old kitchen utensils
evoke a past age.
f r u i t e r u p t s j u i c i ly .
vine fruits baptised;
a r i t ua l s cat t e r o f pu r e f l o u r
dough stretched and stroked.

Pastry leaves are thumbed, like a holy book.
anointed with oil.
sugared and spiced.
subjected to fire.
This is not just an advert for apple strudel —
perhaps it’s a treatise on the sacred
properties of food.

PROFANE
Profane matters are afoot.
The stout pudding is at first resistant
Its firm exterior finally yields under the fork.

a viscous glos sy sauce erupts.
fluids mix and mingle.

e v e ry t h i n g s o f t e n s , r e l a x e s .

BURSTING
Fruit and vegetables fill the frame.
The harvest is in and the larder overflows.
The produce can’t contain its own juices;
it bursts and splashes.
f r u i t i s a l i v e , jau n t y .
i t s a l i va t e s .
cells collapse, burst.
their cup runneth over.

PROLIFERATION
Noodles proliferate and multiply.
The hand of the cook is unseen.
Vegetables peel and slice themselves.
Cauliflower shatters into myriad pieces,
cascade across roast squash.
Rainbow assemblages form under
their own volition.
Beans multiply and spiral,
mesmerising, hypnotising.
t h e s p i r a l d r aw s u s i n ,
glossy swirls.
r o ta t i o n .
there are wheels
within wheels.

FLOW
Ecstatic splashing and pouring.
An extended money shot.
Liquids flow, and freeze.
Hardening surfaces envelope.
splashy bursts
of wetness.
o n e s u b s ta n c e l o s i n g
its identity in another.

drips and gloop.
i n t e n s i f i cat i o n .
a maelstrom.
collapse.

orgasmic oblivion.
swirling.
mixing.

blending.

i t c a n ’ t b e c o n ta i n e d .

brims, leaks and dribbles.
a milky cascade.
m e lt i n g .

diffusing.

i n c o r p o r at i o n .
Glossy unguents in heavy layers.
the ooze.
bounce.

pa r t i c l e s a c c e l e r a t e .
e v e ry t h i n g b o u n c e s .
splashes.

submerges.

‘Ooze and wobble’ was a reaction
to contemporary TV advertising’s
presentation of food as unfeasibly
perky, sticky, seductive or downright
surreal. Watching ad after ad prompted
a response that begins in poetry and
ends in critique; it finds Marx everywhere
in Marks and Spencer.

SURREAL
Light and sheen gilds a festive table.
But at the heart there’s a strange beast.
a sacrificial victim.
a reminder of how
o d d o u r d i e ta ry
preferences and customs.

corks pop and drinks fizz,

i t ’ s a l l a l i t t l e s i c k ly .
The table groans with all that is 			
shinily surreal.
A body lies in the garden of Eden.
seduction
t h e s p o o n pu s h e s t h e p l at e
into position.

it’s the active one here.
caresses and circles.

Teases and tantalises with
culinary foreplay.
Before diving in to release
voluptuous cream.
e v e ry t h i n g

		

glistens.

MELT
The lemon and salmon alone together.
No hand is seen to squeeze the gushing juice
Knife and fork pin down and slice
the pink meat.

DESIRE
Eggs spin into shot.
Egg whites whisk into stiff
yet malleable peaks.
Unctuous insides are revealed.
eruptions.
squishings.
burstings.
Fat and flesh encounter hard steel
utensils, searing hot surfaces.
They tighten. Are sliced.
Are unwrapped to nakedness.
Chocolate calligraphy spells out desire.
Everything is risen, plump and bouncy.
To be squeezed, lubricated.
Put under pressure. Made juicy.
fetishistic shine.
giddy bubbles.
t i g h t s u r fa c e s .
glossy ooze.
l i v e ly m a t t e r
encased in tight wrappings.

c u l i n a ry b o n d a g e .
dancing
l i v e ly .

shimmying.
bouncing.
tumbling
spinning.

a joyful crush.
s w e at i n g .
dripping.

r e a l ly l e t t i n g g o .
aflame.

simmering.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

spin
rotund.
round.

circles.
c u rv e s .
spin.

slice.

drench.
steam.

sizzle.

scorch.
souse.

the flesh
oozes
and wobbles.
Melting butter glides down
steaming potatoes.
Ice cream sighs frosty breath across 			
plump berries.
the food is in love
with itself.

ALIVE.
Food adverts are the purest manifestation
of capitalism. No workers are seen in the
production of these delights. Brushes caress
moulds without visible human intervention.
p i s ta c h i o s a n d g o l d .
cosmetic fragments.
A confectionery curtain call suggests the
commodity fetishism of Karl Marx who saw how
goods would come alive fantastically and falsely.
commodities shining and
p r o l i f e r at i n g a s
autonomous beings.
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Helena Marie Photography, December 2015

Q&A

IF YOU COULD, WHAT WOULD
YOU CHANGE ABOUT FOOD?

I would want to change people’s
perception that cooking a good meal has
to be difficult. As long as you use good
local ingredients and pair your flavours
carefully you can’t go wrong.
Lee Desanges, Baked in Brick —
2016 British Street Food Multi Award
Winner Best Main Course | Best of
the Best
There’s a lot that needs changing!
Perhaps most urgent are issues of food
waste, the need to overhaul the current
unsustainable food system which places
enormous pressure on the environment
and to hold food producers (and
individuals) accountable for the health
costs associated with processed and
convenience foods.
In the UK and abroad, author and
campaigner Tristram Stuart works
to change attitudes about wasting food,
from changing farming and packaging
conventions to changing habitual
behaviours in the home. There are also
burgeoning food anthropologists and
engaging books being written that draw
attention to the big issues affecting
everyone. Ultimately, protecting the
food supply and ensuring everyone has
access to an adequate source of food
is all our responsibility.

I’d like more of us to know how food is
produced. I wish soil could be sexier
so more people think about it, since if
the soil is wrecked we won’t be able to
produce any food – this seems the big
issue of our human future, as the collapse
of soil has led to the end of more than
one major civilisation!

I would include food and nutrition as one
of our basic ‘general’ knowledge topics
to learn in schools and life. Simple, easy
to understand information, no diets nor
trends. What is it that we put inside our
bodies everyday, where does it come
from and what does our body need to
function properly and feel good.

Joanne Lee — Artist, Writer and
Researcher and Senior Lecturer
in Graphic Design at Sheffield
Hallam University

Natalie Ortiz — Crafts Programme
Manager, Myanmar and
Turquoise Mountain

I try and change a lot about food all the
time. I try and change the way people
see it and their expectations. We aim to
surprise and change people’s opinions of
food. Food can be simple but imaginative
at the same time. So I guess opinions
is what I would change...give something
a go before making a judgement... and
especially give it a go from us!
Chris Harrison, Shoot the Bull —
Winners of the Scotland & North
Heat of The British Street Food
Awards 2016 & Voted UK Top 5

Sarah Snaith — Designer, Writer,
Editor and Educator living in London
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The food I eat would come with the
trustworthy (encrypted) coordinates
of a community of people I could ask
directly (if I wished) about the food, how
it was grown, by whom, and where it
comes from.
John Thackara — Writer, Speaker
and Director of Doors of Perception
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to understand information, no diets nor
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